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1 Introduction 

The High Pressure (HP) Stripper is a key equipment item in a urea production plant using the carbon 
dioxide stripping process. The design drawing of such equipment item states that the perpendicularity 
deviation of the stripper tubes after installation shall be less than 0.5‰, while not more than 3 mm. 
The perpendicularity is very critical. If perpendicularity of the tubes can not reach the requirements, 
synthesis fluid entering the tubes will be distributed unevenly. Bias flow at the lower part or local dry 
zones of the tubes will finally lower the stripping efficiency, increase the bottom fluid temperature of 
the stripper and increase the corrosion rates of the tubes. Thus the load and efficiency of the whole 
plant may be affected. During the construction of some urea production plants using carbon dioxide 
stripping process, only the levelness of stripper tubesheet is measured or perpendicularity of the outer 
wall of the HP stripper is measured by level meter, while strict alignment of the stripper tubes is not 
carried out. Therefore, the bottom fluid temperature of the stripper will be high after start-up, while 
the load and efficiency will be low. 

The design capacity of our urea production plant using Chinese carbon dioxide stripping process 
technology is 400 kt/a. The HP stripper dimension is φ1900×28 mm, stripper tube dimensions are 
φ31×3 mm with length of 6879 mm and 1733 pieces in total and the heat exchange area is 1012.7 
m2. Upon delivery by the manufacturer in July 2007, initial startup has been commenced. No strict 
alignment of stripper tubes have been made, so the bottom fluid temperature of stripper is 
persistently high, which generally is 173-174 oC at 100% load. In addition, stripping efficiency is low, 
so, it is difficult to increase the load. 
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2 Perpendicularity deviation of stripper tubes and adjustment 

During the overhaul in 2009, upper and lower manway covers of stripper are dismantled to measure 
the perpendicularity and align as follows: 

(1) Put a steel wire plumb from top to bottom of the stripper tube, and fix the steel wire at the center 
of the stripper tube top by a plastic round cap with a hole in the center. 

(2) When the steel wire plumb is stabilized, at the bottom of the stripper tube, use a vernier caliper 
to measure the distance between the steel wire and inner wall of the stripper tube, and hereby 
calculate distance between the steel wire and center of stripper tube, namely, perpendicularity 
deviation of the stripper tube. 

(3) If perpendicularity deviation of the stripper tube exceeds the requirements, fixing bolts around 
the stripper shall be loosened to adjust the wedge-shaped pad below the bolts till the deviation is 
less than 3 mm, and then tighten these bolts. 

Through measurement, the perpendicularity deviation of our stripper tubes generally is 8-9 mm, which 
greatly exceeds the recommended value. As shown in Figure 1, the steel wire has approached the wall 
of stripper tube. We have adjusted the perpendicularity deviation till less than 2 mm after alignment 
to make the steel wire approach the center of stripper tubes. 

Figure 1: Steel wire approaching the wall of the stripper tube at the bottom tubesheet 
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3 Effect 

After alignment, the bottom fluid temperature of the HP stripper has decreased from 173-174 oC to 
170-171 oC, while the stripper efficiency has improved from about 79% to over 81%, and the load has 
increased from 100% to 110%. See Table 1 for comparison before and after alignment. 

 

 

4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, perpendicularity of the stripper tubes is an important factor affecting the stripper 
efficiency, so strict alignment of the stripper tubes shall be carried out on the new urea production 
plants using carbon dioxide stripping process. As for old units, if the bottom fluid temperature of the 
stripper is persistently high, the related inspection shall also be carried out. In addition, 
perpendicularity of the stripper tubes shall be remeasured and realigned after the overhaul. 

 
Translator notes: 
This is a Technical Paper originating from our Chinese partner: www.Ureanet.cn.  The paper was original in Chinese 
language and it is translated and interpreted into English with care and as much as reasonable possible accuracy, 
all to the best of our abilities. 

Table 1: Comparison of performance testing for stripper before and after alignment

Time  Load 
Daily outputStripping 

efficiency 

Mean value 

Mean value 

Before alignment 

After alignment 

Bottom fluid temperature 


